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hapter
one
Introduction
or almost 20 `ears, the National
Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) has reported on the status and
progress of educational achievement in
the United States. Based on its surveys,
of students at the elementaty. junior-high. and highschool levels, "The Nation's Report Card" provides
comprehensive information about what students in
the U.S. know and can do in various subject areas
NAEP contribute information on students' strengths
and weaknesses in basic and higher-ord(r
provides data comparing groups of students by race/
ethnicity, gender. type of community. and region:
describes trends in performance across the years:
and reports relationships between achievement and
certain background variables.

Context for Planning the
1990 Mathematics Assessment
In 1988, Congress passed new legislation for NAEP
which included for the first time in the project's
history a provision authorizing voluntary state-by-

state assessments on a trial basis. in addition to the
national assessments that NAEP had conducted snit c
its inception. Anticipating this legislation. the federal
government arranged for a special grant from the

7

National Science Foundation and the Department of
Education to the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) in mid-1987 to lay the groundwork for
state comparisons. Providing recommendations for
the 1990 mathematics assessment that reflect statelevel concerns was the purpose of the National Assessment Planning Project, conducted under the
auspices of the CCSSO.
he p;-oject had two primary responsibilities.
The first was to recommend objectives for the
state-level mathematic s assessment, and the
second was to make suggestions for reporting state
results. Because the legislation specifying tliat the
state trial mathematics assessment would be at the
eighth-grade level had not been passed by Congress
wly_n the National Assessment Planning Project
began its work. and because the objectives had to be
coordinated for all grades assessed by NAEP
fourth, eighth, and twelfth -- the project developed
objectives for all three grades to be assessed in 1990.

Assessment Development Process
The National Assessment Planning Pi oject patterned
the development process for the 1990 mathematics
objectives after thr consensus process described in
Public Law 98-511, Section 405 (E), wha h alit honied
NAEP through June 30, 1988. The law stated that
"each learning area asst. y-nent shall have goal
statements devised thniugh a nattonal consensus
approach, providing for active participation of teach
ers. curriculum specialists. subject matter special
isss. local school administrators, parents. and members of the general public." Because the 1990 mathematics as-,e,,sinent will produce state report cards m
addition to the national report c ard, the development
proccs.s was ::\pancled to ensure (<11eltll attention to
6
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the formal mathematics objectives of states and of a
sampling of local districts. and to the opinions of
practitioners at the state and local levels as to what
content should be assessed. Perhaps to a greater
extent than any previous NAEP assessment, the
design of the 1990 mathematics assessment

particularly the state trial assessment depended on
the involvement and support of diverse contributors.
To guide its efforts in developing recommendations
for state-level assessments in mathematics. the
National Assessment Planning Project's Steering
Committee whose members included polivmakers. practitioners. and citizens nominated bv 18
national organizations adopted a policy statement
on the purpose of state comparisons and the conditions that shoidd be met. The statement follows.
The purpose of a state
snide, aclucpcincrii
comparison is to provt(le claw on studeitt pet lormauce
to assist policymal«Ts and edwatot s to work towaal
the improvement of education. Such data can he use
Jul by encouraging 011(1 «nanbuting to a dim ussion 01
the quality of education and the condittons that
deter-mule 11.

State comparative acluvemnt data are i1

Jul 11 their

* represent pe, 101 mance based On n conse,p,w..
what IS important to learn.

* use .sound testuty and p,,lichomett le plat Nees:
* take into account (11110.1 eta

lunstan«-N Ind needs

that states Ince: and
* are a.ssociatc(1 wt111

(01 S( 11001 si)stent% that
C(111 i)('11111111)1'('(1 61) polio tviictiier,, awl cdtic Mors.

Al Mathematic-, ()hie(

e,

comprised
of a leacher. a school achninv,1rator. Mathematic
7
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education specialists from various states, mathematicians. parents. and citizens was created by the
CCSSO to recommend objectives for the assessment
based on these guidelines. The draft objectives.
together with a set of sample questions. were distributed to the mathematics supervisor in the department of education in each of the 50 states. These
specialists convened a panel th,d reviewed the draft
objectives and returned comments and suggestions to
the project staff. Copies of the draft were also sent to
25 mathematics educators and scholars for review.
Following the incorporation 01 comments and revisions. the final iceommenclations of the Mathematics
Objectives Committee were approved by the National
Assessment Planning Project St,.'cring Committee.' A
list of participants in these stages of tlw assessment
develoninent process can be found on page 37.
he obective,' were subsequently submitted
to the National Center lor Education Statistics
(NCES). which lorwarded them for review by
NAEP's governing board. the Assessment Policy Coin
mince (APC) The APC approved the recommendations of the National Assessment Planning Project
with mmor provisions aboot the feasibility of hill implementation =The objectives wci further defined by
NAEP's Item Development Panel. reviewed by the
Task. Force on State Comparisons. and resubmitted
to NCES for peer review. The penultimate draft was
nun( 11 0I (
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then distributed to state representatives for comments. The final objectives. presented herein. provide
specifications for the 1990 mathematics assessment
at grades 4. 8. and 12. In addition. NAEI) is preparing
a second booklet describing specifications for the
eighth-grade state trial assessment, to be published
under separate cover.

Assessment Design Principles
Several principles emerged during the discussions of
the Mathematics Objectives Committee and became
the basis for structuring the framework for the 1990
assessment. One is that a national assessment
designed to provide state-lex el comparisons should
not be directed tc the states' "least common denominator." measuring only those topics and skills in the
objectives of all states and thereby discouraging
desirable curriculum development. Nor can it be
geared to the least common denominator of student
preparation: therefore. the objectives provide for
challenging questions at each grade level Vor example. some questions at the grade 12 level may be
appropriate only for college-bound students. The
assessment must also address the concern that its
objectives might be used to steer instruction toward
one particular pedagogic al or plidosopInc al vilAk pout

to the exclusion of others that arc widely held.
No assessment can measure everything. In deciding what topics and abilities should be measui rd. the
committee responsible for developing the 1990 mathematics objectives was guided by several considerations: The assessment should reflect many of the
states' curricular emphases and objectives: be inclusive of what variout, scholars. practitioners, and interested citizens believe should be ni the c urricolum,
and maintain sonic of the content of prior ie,sessments to allow reporting of trends in pet formance.
9

(TOR h

t he e0111111 it ee L.),,11,-C al eh 1011

to

several frames of reference First, It constdered states' goals and COI H T1-1 is. as reflected

through analyses of state mathematics curriculum
guides tuxl the recommendations of state mathematics specialists. A report on "Issues in the Held."
based on telephone interviews witli lcadnig mathematics educators. and a draft assessment tramcwork
provided by a subcommittee of the Mathcmaties Objectives Committee also contributed to the (le\ (1(Th-wilt process.

In generating its recommendations, the committee
drew upon the draft of the Curl icultur and Evaluation
Standards,/or School Mathematics devclopcd
the
National Count ii of Teachers of Mathematics Produced through intmsive work 1_,) leading mathematics educators in the United Stags. the report is a
significant statement On what mathematics should be
taught in the schools
In devising objectives for the 1990 ,issessinciit the
committee also gacc ( lose eonsidei anon to the design
of the 1986 mathematics assessment.' The framework for the 1986 assessment had seven content and
five process areas for a matrix of 35 cells. whose complexity militated dgainst easy understanding. In
addition, given resource limitations, the weightings
assigned to various cells in the framework left too few
questions in some cells to provide reliable measures
of students' knowledge and skills. Thealori. It was
decided that the outline 01 matrix guidinf.4 the development of the 1990 assessment needed to he
lied, and that necessary conidlemtv could he relic( led
N,111011.(1
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through the designation of specific abilities and
topics in each content area.
A final principle recognized by the committee
drafting the objectives was that the application of
mathematics is far more holistic than a matrix implies. The mathematics content areas and ability
categories described in these objectives are. :nerelore.
not discrete or mutually exclusive, but rather highly
integrated.
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Chapter

two

Framework for the
Assessment
he framework for the 1990 mathematics assessment is organized a( cording
to mathematical abihtics and content
areas. The mathematical abilities as-

sessed arc conceptual understanding.
procedural knowledge, ind problem solving. Content is drawn primarily frqm elemeutary and secondary school mathematics up to. but not including,
Calculus. The content areas assessed are Numbers
and Operations: Measurement. Geometry: Data
Analysis, Statistics, and Probability: .111(1 Algebra
and Functions.
The framework for the 1990 mat hcmata'S assessment is prowled in Figure illustrating the relationship bet \ek the three categories of mathematical
abilities and the five content areas included in ow
assessment.
weightings fur these dimensions of
1

the framework are pre,-, lied in the latter part Of
this chapter. 1)escriptions of the two dimensions of
the framework
mathematical abilities and content areas are provided in Chapters 3 and .1.
respect welt'

14
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Figure 1

Framework for the 1990 Mathematics Assessment
Content Area
Data Analysis,

Mathematical
Ability

Numbers &
Operations

Statistics &
Measur ement

Geometry

Probability

Algebra &
Fun lions

Conceptual
Understanding

Procedural
Knowledge
Problem
Solving

Distribution of Assessment Questions
The assignment of percentages to various mathematical abilities and content areas is an important feature
of assessment design because such "weighting"
reflec is the mwortance or value given to these areas
at each grade level. Over the four pi evious mathematics assessments, the percentage distribution of
questions in each area has changed, and these
changes continue in the new assessment. For 1990.
the CCSSO advisors were interested in creating an
assessment that would be forward-thinking an.1
could lead instruction: thus, more emphasis was
given to problem solvmg than in pre\ ious assessments. Also, participants in the CCSSO process
advised that greater emphasis be given to Geometry
and Algebra and Functions, and less to Numbers and
Operations than in the past. The approximate percentage distribution ot questions by mathematical
ability, content arec, and grade is pruvided in Tables
and 2.

13

Table 1: Percentage Distribution of Questions
by Grade and Mathematical Ab.lity
1

Mathematical Ability

Grade 4

Conceptual Understanding

40

Procedural Knowledge

30

Problem Solving

30

Grade 8 LGrade 12

i

40

40

30

30

30

30

Table 2: Percentage Distribution of Questions
by Grade and Content Area
Content Area

Grade 4

Grade 8

Grade 12

Numbers and Operations

45

30

25

Measurement

20

Geometry

1'

Data Anzlys:s, Statistics

1

and Probabflity

10

In
10

Algebra and Functions

1-

15

1

20

1"

15

-t

20

15
l

7"

20
15

25

1

It should be emphasized that the percentage
distributions presented here. and the lists of sample
topics provided in later sec 'ions of this booklet. arc
not intended to prescribe curriculum standards.
rather, they are designed for the purpose of constructing a complete and ba'anced assessment
instrument at each grade level. An analysts of students' performan«' based on the entire set of items
allows NAE13 to report on average mathematics
proficiency. In addition. analysis if p rformance on
subsets of Rums, corresponding to the content area,,
of f he assessment framework. permits reporting oil
patteiiis oldchievenicnt on fix c mathematic s sub
scales: Numbers
tim.)ers and Operatioli., kleasureinent.
Geometry: Data Analysis. Stallsn; s, and Probahil;tv

and Algebra and Functions.

16
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rf>apter
three

Mathematical Abilities
tudents' mathematical abilities can be
classified into three categories. conceptual understanding. procedural knowledge. and problem solving (see Figurc 2).
This classification i , not meant to be hierarchical, i 1 that questions within an of (lie three
categories may be relatively complex or simple.
Problem solving involves interactions between conceptual knowledge and procedural skills at any grade
level, but what is considered complex problem solving
at one grade level may be considered conceptual
iderstanding or procedural knowledge at a dillercnt
grade level. The same concept Or skill can be assessed in a variety of representations, with tables.
pictures. verbal descriptions, or ether cues. The
context of a question thus helps to determine its
categorization.
Figure 2
Mathematical Abilities

15

Conceptual Understanding
Students demonstrate conceptual understanding in
mathematics when they provide evidence that they
can recognize, label, and generate examples and
counterexamples of concepts; can use and interrelate
models, diagrams. and varied representations of
concepts: can identify and apply principles: know and
can apply facts and definitions, can compare. contrast. and integrate related concepts and principles:
can recognize. interpret. and ,pply the signs, symbols, and terms used to represent concepts; and can
interpret the assumptions and relations involving
concepts in mathematical settings. Such understandings are essential to performing procedures in a
meaningful way and applying them in problemsolving situations.
Abilities:
Recognize. label, and generate examples and
counterexamples of concepts
2. Use models, diagrams. and symbols to represent
concepts
3. Identify and apply principles.
4 know and apply facts and definitions
5. Make connections among different modes of
representation of concepts.
6. Compaie, contrast. and integrate concepts and
principles
7 Recognize. ii terplet. and apply symbols to it' pie
sent concepts,
8. lnteriNet assumptions and relations involving
concepts.
I

Procedural Knowledge
Students demonstrate procedural knowledge in
mathematics when they provide evidence of t tic-liability to select and apply ippropriate prof lures
correctly: verify and lustily the correctness of

18
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procedure using concrete models or symbolic methods: and extend or modify procedures to deal with
factors inherent m problem settings.
Procedural knowledge includes the various numerical algonthil.s in mathematics that have been
created as tools to meet specific needs in an efficient
manner. It also encompasses the abilities to read and
produce graphs and tables, execute geometric constructions. and perform noncomputational skills
such as rounding and ordering.
Abilities:
I
Select and apply appropriate procedures correctly.
2 Verify and justify the correctness of applit ations of
procedures.

Problem Solving
In problem solving, students arc required to use their
reasoning and analytic abilities when they encounter
new situations. Problem solving includes the ability
to recognize and formulate problems: determine the
sufficiency and consistency of data: use strategies,
data. models, and relevant mathematics; generate,
extend. and modify procedures: use reasoning (i.e..
spatial. inductive. deductive, statistical. and proportional): and judge the reasonableness and correctness
of solutions.
Abilities:
I. Recognize
formulate problems
2. Understand data sufficiency ,ind consistency
3 Use strategies. data, models. and relevant mathematics.
4. Generate. extend. and modify procedures.
5. Reason (spatially, inductively. deductRely, statist'
tally, and proportionally).
6. Judge the reasonableness and correctness of
solutions.

17
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Content Areas
o conduct a meaningful assessment of
mathematics proficiency. it is necessary
to measure students' abilities in various
content areas. Classification of topics
into these content areas cannot be
exact. however. and inevitably involves some overlap.
For example. some topics appearing under Data
Analysis, Statistics. and Probability may be closely
related to others that appear tinder Algebra and
Functions Context can also determine content area:
for example, a question asking students to compute
the area of a geometric figure may be conskleied
either Measurement or Geometry, depending On the
representation of the problein.
The following sections of this chapter provide a
brief description of each content area with a list of
topics and subtopics illustrative' of those to be included in the assessment. Using tlw topics provvkd
the CCSSO report, the NAEP Item Development
Panel generated hsts of subtopics This level of SpeCI11CIty wits needed to 0,t1Ide ItC111 \\Titers and ensure

.,,tlequate cox erage of the «mien( areas and abilines
to be assessed

Numbers and Operations
This content area foctp,es on students' understanding
Of numbers (whole numbers, fractions. decimals.

20
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their application to real-wol Id situations, as well as computational and estimatlon
situations. Understanding numerical relationships as
expressed in ratios. proportions and percents is
emphasized. Students' abilities in estimation. mental
computation. use of calculators. gilieralization of
numerical patterns and kerification of results are
also included.
The grade 4 assessment should include questions
requiting the manipuiat:on of whole numbers. simple
Iractions and decimals. using the operations of
addition, subt mction. multipluation and division
The grade 8 assessment should include questions
using ,vhole numbers. fractions. decimals, signed
nunthers and numbers expressed Ili scientilic notation. In addition to the operations included in the
grade 4 assessment. students at grade 8 should be
asked to demonstrate then ability to work with
elementary pothers and roots.
Students participating ui the grade 12 assessment
should demonstrate a detailed understanding of real
numbers including whole numbers. 11-actions,
decimals, signed numbers, rational and irrational
numbersind numbers expressed in -cientilic notation
and a general understanding of complex
numbers. The operations assessed at this grade level
include addition. subtraction. multiplication. di\ 1integers)

',ion. powers. 111(1 roots.
Topic: Numbers and Operations
1.

1'1,111 «minim!
.1

I)

1.41

.11)(1 pl.i«

4
1.,11111

phi«

11'1101c
R01111(111114

I)« 1111,11 111,u (

It

R01111(11111; (IC(1111,11,,

()T(I(.1 (It TILIL111111(11`

In pi«

1.,11110

S(1(11111( n01,1111)11

.-11111.111(M I(

hit, II

Grade
8 12

Topic: Numbers and Operations
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Grade
8 12

2. IZeple.,ent number-, and opetanon,- u-am2,
model., dia12,1am-, ancl ,,N Inlml,
a Set model, -.In II ,i, «mum-.
1)
Valinbet line triadek
Rei.t..1011 model, It Nvc) and duce cliinen,ionan
d 01111'1 model-. fe (c . dram: cliat.tiani, to
lepic,ent a ninnbta ca an I peration v.. Int a
nuinnin ,entent t. to fit a ,1111,11101) 01 (IC',( in,

0

c

a -atuation to fit a number ,('nten«.)

0

3. IZead. %vnie lename and C ompau mill)( I.,
4

C'ompute Nvitli munbel%,
.1
1)

13:1,11' plopcitie, of operation,

l'ilet of openttion, on ,i/e and circlet 01
litinibei,
Fe:Utiles of alorithin, (e 12,

ref210tipnw, and

partial plodu( t,)
d Selection 01 plocedule te i.t

pen: CI and papel

calculator mental al thinetic 1
e

Apply colon,

0

5. Make e,tirnate, appiciptiate to .1 if,ncli ,1111a1 i(n
a
1)

\'llen to e,11111,1ic
NVIlat Ica III to ii,e
I
()) ('I e,t unfit e

Unclelc,t1Inate
IZarit.te of e,tiniate
ApplicatIon,
()Niel of nitt4intinle (,( ientific notation)
11

III

c

(1

6. %%catty ,olution- curd cictelininc the ica,onalile

ne,, of a le,ult
a Al),tnic t ,ettill12%,
1)

!teal m.os Id ,.tuation,

7. Apply Ian», fropol 11011, and pen ent, In a
%cutely of ,ittiation,
a Halm and 1)101)01 1101)
Nilcanint.f, 01 lain) and inopoi non
1

to

Simple nolo
l'iopoition

it

`-)c ale

II

%

Rote
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o

Grade

Topic: Numbers and Operations

4

8

12

0. Pei «lit
\leaning of perccili
n

iii

p", of y = I (find one
I'ei cent change

I.2,1% en die 0111,1

o

eater than 100
Pei

(I

than 1

Applic anon."

cle"«,unt.,

pia
8.

elenientail nunthet !lieut.\
a Odd and even
1)

Multiple," Inc

I,CM and (In 1,"or"

including GC!)
Prime lininhei,"
d Factoniat ton (Inc hide-, pi nue fact unianonl
e 1)n isibilit%
Reniainclet
Number pattern-,
c

I

Measurement
This content area 1beoses oil students' ability to
describe r,al-world objects usinp, numbers. Students
should be asked to identify attributes, select appropriate units. apply measurement concepts. and
communicate measurement-related ideas to others.
Questions should be included that require an ablhtt
to read instruments using metric. en 4oniaiT, or
nonstandard units, with emphasis On pre( ision and
accuracy. Questions requiring estimates. measurements, and applications ol measurements ol lmgth.
time, money, temperature, mass/weight, area. volume, capacity. and angles are also included under
this content area.
The measurement concepts to be considered in
the grade 4 assessment are length (perimeter), area,
capacity, weight and mass. angle measure, nine,
numey, and temperature. At grades 8 and I2. these

2123

mcbasurcinent concepts arc lentl,th (perimeter and
cirermilcrence). area and mirlace area. volume and
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trigonometrv. and some topic s from discrete mathematics. At the K-4 and 5-8 grade levels, algebraic and
functional concepts are treated in more informal.
exploratory ways Prolicienc\r in this content area
requires both manipulative facility ad conceptual
understanding, it involves the ',11)111ty to use algebra

as a means of representation and algebrai processing as a problem solving tool. Funct Ems are vie\ked
not only in terms of alf.tel)rair formulas. but also in
terms of verbal cot scriptions. tables of values, and
gr

1)11S.

rllticbralc C \1)11'SS1011`, Included 1:1 the grade 8

assessment may be monomial. polynomial. or rational. and may involve one Or more \ ariables. They
may inelucle symbols lor exponents, radif, als. and
absolulc aim.. In the grade 12 assessment. alg,ebraR
expression., may also be mon'mlial, polynomial. 0i-rational The coefficients 01 the algebraic expression.,
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Chapter
five
Development of
Cognitive Questions
Question Format
n addition to multiple-choice questions,
the 1990 mathematics assessment will
include open-response questions designed to provide an extended view of
students' mathcsmatical abilities.
Building on the re( minienclations from the CCSSO
report, the NAEI' Item Development Panel will create
some open-response items to assess abilities that
( annot be measured using multiple-choice questions.
These may include the ability to articulate mathematical ideas, estimate, generate mlormal proofs,
draw tigures. or generalize relationships.
Some open-response questions will be designed to
provide insight into tile WdyS III V:111(11 students think

about mathematic s, for erample. students may be
asked to m. rite in their booklets the procedures they
used to arrive at answers to selected problems.
Although tinge -c isuming to analyze, these cicsc rlpbons can pi (Aide a bet ter 1111(1cl-standing of the ways

in which students reach collect and incorrect an
savers

nt ,ill du cc grades. questions
( aleulatois
will attempt to assess not only the correct use of a
calculator but also the ability to choose the appropn
ate computational method: that is, to de( ide which is
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the most appropriate method for solving a given
problem calculator. paper and pencil. or mental
arithmetic and estimation.

Use of Calculators
Because the calculator is a tool often used for numerical computations. mathematics assessments should
reflect the use of calculators in the classroom and in
society at large. Calculators have been included in
the NAEP mathematics assessments since 1977-78.
Items included in the 1990 assessment will be clasLified in three ways: calculator-inactive items. calculator-neutral items. and calculator-active items. Calculator-inactive items are those whose solution neither
requires nor suggests the use of a calculator. in fact,
a calculator would be virtually useless as an <lid to
solving the problem. Calculator-neutral items are
those in which the solution to the question clues not
require the use of a calculator. Given the option.
however. sonic students might choose to use a calculator to perform numerical operations. In contrast.
items classified as "calculator-actne" require calculator use: a student would likely find it almost impossible to solve the question without the aid of a calculator. Sample items representing these three categories of items arc provided in the Appendix.
As currently planned. some fourth-grade students
participating in the 1990 assessment will have the
use of a four-funcnon c alcidator and some eighthand twelfth-grade students will ha\ e the use of a
scientific cal( lator. NAEP will ensure that the calculators used by these students are comparable in
design and function. In additum. because students
may he is eustomed to using calculators different
from those used in the as,essment. students assessed using calculators will he pi (Aided an orienta
lion to calculator use.
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chapter

six

Development of
Background Questions
n addition to the cognitIVC questions.

the 1990 mathematics assessment will
include a set of general background
questions and a series of subject spec-tic background questions designed to
gather contcxt nal information on students' experiences in matheunaties and their feelings toward the
subjec t. Three categories of informdtion will he represented 111 the live-minute section of mathematics
background questions.

*time spent studying mathematics.
*instrin tional e\perien( es ill mathematic-, and

*attitudes toward mathematics
The nti miter, content, and format of hael.giound
questions In each of these I atcgories k dries a( cording,
to grade level A set of ha( kgiouncl questions will he
repeated from previoti
to pcnint
analyst,, of 11(11(1-, ct(1-0,-,-, tittic Ill -411(lcitt-, cNito,-,111(

to mathematic-,
rut timid{ (Ape!
attitude~ toward th( iihiect
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lees and

Time Spent Studying Mathematics. "Nue spint on
task and mathematics coursework hale been shown
to be strongly related to mathematics achievement.
Students participating in the 1990 assessment ale
asked to describe both the amount of Instruction they
receive in mathematics and the time spent on homework in 1he subject.

Instructional Practices. The nature of students'
mathematics instruction Is also thought to be related
to achievement.' Students are asked to report their
experience using 'Various instructional materials in
the mathematics classroom, including calculators.
models, and marnpi datives: Iii addition. they arc
requested to osscribe the instructional practIccs of
their mathematics teachers For example, students
are asked how much time they spend in a typical
mathemattcs class reading a textbook 01 leAcning, to
teacners lectures compared with the amount of time
the\ vend working on prole( or cnt4aLiing in othci
small group act
Other tpicstions ask students
to describe to 'vhdt extent they pia(
( (minium( at
mg mathematical ideas
h as \\-inn:10m c\ pla
nations, lustilication,., or proof,' III thm math('
matics classes
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Attitudes Toward Mathematics. Students' enjoyment of and confidence in mathematics and their
perceptions of the usefulness of the discipline to their
present and future lives appear to be related to
mathematics achievement.' Students are therefore
asked to report their involvement in mathematicsrelated activities outside of school
for example,
their participation in mathematics clubs, fairs, and
competitions. The assessment also includes background questions designed to highlight gender stereotypes in relation to mathematics achievement.
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Appendix
Sample Questions
The first part of this Appendix contains
sample questions classified by content
area. mathematical ability, and grade
level. These questions are in no way
_J intended to represent the lull range of
content areas and mathematical abilities included in
the assessment or to reflect the distribution of assessment items. The classifications of questions into
the :ability categories are a matter of the professional
judgment of the CCSSO Mathematics Objectives
Committee and the NAEI' Item Development Panel:
howevei. there may be differences of opinion as to
how particular questions should be classified. It
should also be noted that although a question may be
appropriate for use at more than one grade le\ el. its
classification in terms of the abilities it requires may
differ at each grade level.
The latter part of the Appendix contains a second
set of sample questions. representing the three
classifications for calculator usage described in
Chapter 5.
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Mathematical Ability:
Procedural knowledge*
Grade Level: 4
88 + 112 + 6 =
(A)

196

*(13)

206
260

(C)

(D) 1,592

Grade Level. 8
Which N the ChNCSt to 7 82 \ 5 09"
0

(A)
(13)

*(C)

10

(0) 400

G--ade Level. 12
4 , 10
12
2 - 10
*(A) 2 - 10

( 0) 2

10

I2

10

(<

10"

(D) 2

.( crick

1

I

.1,-.1(11,,IN

ati,-,t3.(1 ,-.

lot mull ipl« hot t. tlt tm. att. intlit att. (I b du
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Mathematical Ability:
Procedural knowledge*
Grade Level: 4
88 + 112 + 6 =
(A)

196

*(13)

206
260

(C)

(D) 1,592

Grade Level. 8
Which N the ChNCSt to 7 82 \ 5 09"
0

(A)
(13)

*(C)

10

(0) 400

G--ade Level. 12
4 , 10
12
2 - 10
*(A) 2 - 10

( 0) 2

10

I2

10

(<

10"

(D) 2

.( crick

1

I

.1,-.1(11,,IN

ati,-,t3.(1 ,-.

lot mull ipl« hot t. tlt tm. att. intlit att. (I b du
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Mathematical Ability:
Problem Solving *

Grade Level. 4

it

The pn( es for ( ra ons and glue an sholsit atm\ e Katie has S2 50
If Katie 101.),s 3 boxes of (1,A ons, %%hat is the yaeatest ntimbei of

jars of glue she ( an buy with the lest of het monev''
Answer: Two

Grade Level. 8
A schedule of ( lass periods is lob( plettal NI 101 Pine( lest I ligh
Sc hoot The school day will begin at 8 30 .110 and end at 2 '30
p 01 There will be 6 class per0xls all of the same length. and a
into h period that is 30 to 60 minutes long
11111111k., will be
alloned for students to move from one ( lass to the next (il to nurse
to or from Ion( 0 Prepare in the spat e belou a s( hedule of tun( s
for the sc hool da that meets all requilements go en alio\ c.

Answer: The schedule shown below is one possible solution.
School Dm]

hedule
Don

torl

ISrsl

8 30 .1111
9 25 a ru

10

10 a in

Ilmd

10 20 a 01

11

05 a in

1.1l1\(

11.15 a m
11 55 a in

11

15 a in

12

0pm

Second
Foul th
Filth

Seth

12
1

50 pm

5 p ni

9 15 a in

1

2

35 pm
30 p m

Grade Level. 12
N'llen a «Ttain numbei is (muted IA 7 the remaindei is 4 what
is the remainder when Ii tunes that numbei is clouted to 7''
(A) 2

*(l3) 3

(C)

(I)) 5

*Cone( t aus)Aers lot ntulnplc choice items ale indu ated IA an
asterisk (1
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Measurement
Mathematical Ability:
Conceptual Understanding*
Grade Level:

I

Which of the following tuts would be he st fit lilt asunng the
length of a penc119

*(A) Inches
(B) Feet
(C) Yards
(D) Miles

Grade Level 8
The average height of the girls in a «mon eighth oink c lass
could be
(A) 60 centimetels
(B) 160 centimeters

(C) 300 centimeters
(D) 500 centimeters

Grade Level. 12
A floor plan Of a house that has ma \union length of 6; feet and
width of 44 feet is to be (flown to se ale on an 8-un h f» 1 I nu It
grid Which of the following males will gnc the hugest possible
scale thawing of the house on the
(A)

(B)

'(C)

16

8
fi
1

inch

-=

1 loot

inch

1 toot

inch

I

foot

I

foot

inch

=

Correct answers foi multiple c hou e items ale indicated br an
asterisk (1
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Mathematical Ability:
Procedural Knowledge *
Grade Level: 4

Note Rule! %%ill be provided
l',At1).4 !he ruler %()t) liac 1.)«.11 i2,1%( 11, 1111(1 tilt' (11.,t(tIll i'. 11.t «1111111(

tei.... (110l111(I the figure ,Nhown alcove

Answer: 20 centimeters

Grade Level. 8
It cat 11 cdg, ol .1 !tilt! Iht`.- it'llt.;111 5 « nninct( t., %%lidt I-. 11,, %ohmic

In ( ulm «.ninnett.p.,'
(A)

15

(13)

25

*Il.

)

125

II)) 150

"( of 1 ect .it-,t +( I,-, Inc Intillii)1« Ilm« 'Icily, ,11( null( al«1 1)% an
.1,-,Irry,k (')

46

r,

Li

Grade Level. 12

10

P. the width culd lchoh of Hie re( 6iiii4le slimi,n alioc ale 6 and 10.
\O( li of the to110ing Is (10,,est to Ille t irt tilidelent e 01 the ( lit le','
*(A) IF
(13) 27

(C) 36
(D) 60

.( mie( t .ti-,el,-,
.11,11111,1

101

1111111.1dt

110)111.

Ill III',

IT

1*)

47

4)

1111111.11«1 to All

Mathematical Ability:
Problem Solving *

Grade Level: 4

5"

()

6

('cult meters

What is the al ea of the shaded kw(' shown aboe'
(A)

8 square «altimeters

*(11) 10 square centimeters
(C) 12 square centimeters
(D) 24 square centimeters

Grade Lel. el. 8

1

hom. s a piet (. of constiuction papa If the
unshaded portion of nu paper is it mini (I till
of OW It main

The figure al)ovk

ing shaded portion VIII lie Jim nt.utt tunic, .115 tarte a5 06 at ea of
the portion removed''
(A) 2

'III) 3

((

)

4

(I)) 6

ot !cc t ansvaas lot tnultipl« hoi«e ileums ate indu arc I In an

asterisk ()

48
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Grade Loa 12

B

Note Rulet will be in oN ided
1:,5c tlic ruler inmIcled It) find the ,It( ,I,
I nand(' AD(' -11(m n atm\ c

III -(111.11« (1111111t WI'.

Answer: 17.3 (rounded to the nearest tenth) square centimeters
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Geometry
Mathematical Ability:
Conceptual Understanding*
Grade Level: 4
In the space helm( dram a cu'( le Insule a tnanu,ie

Answer: The figure shown below is one possible solution.

Grade Level. 8

If th( inanLk. al)()%i Is 1( ill ( '1 qinna,I1 111«1(111( (1
the 10110,.au: slim,.,, ill, 1, II« nr,n ci Ill, 111,111E2,1"'
11

11111(

1111(

11

111

Grade Le\ (I 12
W111( Il 11g111(

is \()1

(

(7110 1)(

Ils(

(1

11) 1)11,0

111,11 Ili( 11114,0.111U, '-',11( 1111 Ili

11.11(''

11 ari nu ',IC( ,
11(1101 .i112,1(,

1)1 a
11,1\c

11;2,1111

11.0.i 1(111,11

11 1114111`,

111( 11 all

it 1111

«111411 111( ,IS:11( s

till

.( 011e(

(

c111-0.1.(`/S 1(71

asterisk ()

111111111711

( 11(/I(

1

11( 111,, .111

1111111.d( (I

Iii

ail

Mathematical Ability:
Procedural Knowledge *

Grade Level: 8

A

11

In the fiii,ure shown .11-io AR is a line sei4Innt What is (he %dine
of v
*(A) 125
(13) 115

(C) 45
(D) 35

Grade level. 12

A
In 10.1111.41(
(A)
* (13)

Thovot al)ox lil

(11«1)).01,

int 0-.)ile It I

20
40

((') (4)
I)))

)0

*( MI( f

t

4111,,',C1'.. 101 111111111)i( (11(11( >

,tIt !Mil( I;«!

(*)
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Mathematical Ability:
Problem Solving *

Grade Level: 4
A dog walks on a path t1 it
s 20 feet Iroin a pole Whit li of
the following could be a drawing of the path')
*(A)

(13)

Pole

(D)

Pole

()11,1 t .1111,A1c1, 11)1 111111111)1« }w1(

.IIc 1111(111.11cd b1,

.1',;(11,,I. (*I

52

54

an

Grade Level. 8
The stun of the degiee measure, of the nail lin angles 61 a triangle
is 180 Use this la( t to hod the stun of the degree measure,. of
the interior angles 1.1 the figure slumn helot'.

Answer: 540. since the figure can be sub-divided into three
triangles as illustrated below.

Grade

1a

el: 12

What 1s the tfia\iilltinf .tip ,i of a it laf 10, %%fill :ctinfcici ;tf,'

3h

(A1

*(I1)

81

((')

324

(1))

1 296

.(.1a it I

t .11).-Nst 1'1 lia 11111111171k

a-.1( te.l. ("1

t ittat 1 it 111` .111 allil, ,Iii it

I.\ an

Data Analysis, Statistics,
and Probability
Mathematical Ability:
Conveptual Unclerstancliii
Grade Level. 8
"HIRT fan 1. Mir, AU(' 10.,',( (I at till' -.am( titift What t, tilt pt ()habil

ilv that ow. of Ili t our, t, a 11( ad and

tmo t ton. ale.

(A)

Grath. Le\ el, 12
'There alt, 5 Denim hit-, )II1,1 1,61,111,11( at ' (»I
\'llat I, flit
".1 numb( t 01
Ilia( a
1

Int thC(1 that

«minim) )
4,1111011 it ( tan t,t

()11....P.,1, 01 2 I)t imp hit. am) 2 1(.1,111)11(,)n,

(A) 2
101 20

*(< )

(D) 80

()Ilt t I 111,\%1 t, 11)1

111111111dt

(11()1( t

1'1

54

11(111`.

tit 111(11(.1h (I lit au

Mathematical Ability:
Procedural Knowledge*

Grade 1.cel 4
Club 1 has 250 inernbcp Club 2 ha. 175 incinhel., (1111, 3 Ira
100 membet5, and Club 4 has 275 mrinin
On
Lo-id
fill II,. a hat waph that shuv, s
111(1111)C1S1111) t)I
(
\it \1ItI kyllt,

R

t

7

1011r

2,()

A

2(HIF
I i1II

1--

.,

.I

pi r

i

(

hih

1

( Juk

( ILO) 2

1

hit.

(

Answer:
1:',1111' I\

\11

( hi!)

I

(

I

(

( IIIf1

(

I

t

Itti

(

57
55

;

I!

1101 RI 1

8 00

11) 10

12

(P)

R\I

RI'

2 IN)

I

At(otdnu. to the waph -thown .tho, c at what tune
tempt.' att re tio.
(A) 8 00

"I() 2 00

(U) 12 00

the

(I)) 4 00

Grade Le% el: 8
What I., tlw ,nerat...,e (al ithIneti( mean; of -1. 8 12ind 20

Answer: 11

Grade Level. 12
A lot al 11(..%%.-.1),tpct ptildt.-41(.., a %(,«.1.1, totilitatt8on of the total to.---t

lot 20
(IA item., .11 7 8upcitnailiet., 1 ollomtu...,
,k1
Illt"
the 7 yipertnatket.., tot one week S118 18 F,17 03 H2O 17, Ski 71.
$19 11. ti 17 (1.1 and F420 92 NV111(11(4 the toll(m, Int;
1\01 (nit
tot they. data')

(A) Ilk rant.

t1',4

18

(If) Ihe mode 1, 417
(( )
median I.-, 818 18
*(1)) 1 he al 1111111011 111(,111

*( of 111'1 ,111',11.1 t ti
(*)

11)1

14! 7 61

111111111)1« 111111 1: 111 Tir-, ,111

S
56

111(111 ,(11 /1 1,

Mathematical Ability:
Problem Solving *

Grade Level: 4

\Viten tilt arrox). shown abode Is spun.

ate till: I. :hill(
the allow 1).111 stop on a fee,fon 1,W(.1«1 1/41t11 the letter

that

Answer: 3 out of 8

Grade Lex el 8
ra \ Rate,
1111.01111

curt

I

0

5'2.000

$4.000
SG 000
510 001)

di

82 000
54 000

50 000
510 000

I 10\A 111111 II 1101.11(1

t.
the ta

ON et

of net ta,,,thh. in( owe
500 +
of amount Co (.1 52 000
of amount ()%er 5-1 000
8140 +
S2 10 - 0 of ,1111011111 of cr tiG 000
5450 + 7 of amount ox el 510 000
3

1

'

14 \*

III ( Minh% A

1,1`,IIIIt

111«/Ille of 53 000

Answer: $100

Grade Level 12
Let 1'be Olt let ic\ ()ha Icf-1.111(11 7 '-)111c(11)01L;(01 V11(11 1,111('
olm1)1111) thdi
(ILI:4(mo! (11(m. f I (it 'widow how
).).111 loan

111,too,lc with tx() sides (il the poi), eon '

(A)
(131

I(

3
7

1

'( I)) I9
'('care( t ans%u 1. lol toolltp1( ( flout. Items all Inch( ,fted IA on
asterisk (1

57"

Algebra & Functions
Mathematical Ability:
Conceptual Understanding*
Grade Level: 4
4+

+2=2+

Which number Iilien pla«il

time box %Mimi] abut e, tvill make

the numbet ,entn« true"

Grade Level 8
II George

ink luta,

hill, and //Inc dollin 1)111, 111( h the
in &liar, that (A.012.i.

ha,"
(AI 5Oui

lb) 15xn
1(1 15k +VI
*ID) 10 +

Grade Le% el 12
On

hunt

1)1()\1(1( d ht I() k, tt h (hi

0 to

2"

A

±
II

-i

+

----i-

;a

I

--'-',

IT

tit t. hit nitilliph (1)j«

( tlIffl I
1`,1(

II(

.11,

I')

58

60

f

2r

RN-

l

Answer:

;it

is

I la InllrnA
Loamm,i1,1c

,wnr
Huh«

IS In I ),

(d \ «1 \\

,11(1 4,1

4

I

I

I I I!

IICUIt

I

I I

Ins

I

lint

I

Ill

I

! !

Answer. 0 695 radians (rounded to 3 decimal places)

6 _1

59

! ,ni

I

t

Mathematical Ability:
Procedural Knowledge *
Grade Level: 4
0

I

2

4

s

On the number line shown abme point Pv- lo( ated at what
ninnber')
*(A)

11

(13)

2

2-2
1

(C) 31

2

(1))

2

Grade Level. 8
0

+ 5x.- 20 Own v=

Answer: 13 or 2.6
5

Grade lAsve1. 12
11 HO = 2x

I

then /(x + 3) =

(A) 2x +2
(13) 2x' + 10
+M
(( I 2
+ 12 + 17
*(1))

'the lollmving question

to he '.abed

aminable scientiti«
11

ith the aid 01a nuniii

-- 20 lied x iounded to th nearest thousandth

Answer: 1.946

*C'oric( I answers fox multiple (hrn(e items air 111(111,10.d by an
asterisk (*)
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Mathematical Ability:
Problem Solving *
Grade' Level. 4
On the first day Joe reacts 1 page of a book on the s«.ond da lie

reads 2 pages, on the third day he leads 4 pages and on the
fourth day he reads 7 pages If Joe cont11111C., «) read the book
following this pattern, how mam pages IA III he teal on the si \th
clay9

Answer: 16 pages

Grade Level. 8
0

-7

4

A anti y <a(' related as shortie in the tat he ahme %kilne an
algeblai( II/IC that S11014., tic rulationshi i IWIVAVII

III(I

Answer. y = 2x - 7

Grade Level. 12
Dunne the first 3 hours of a 3.000 mil( trip, a plane is flown at an
crawe speed of
pc' hour At v. hat al.) lag( spc«I in miles
pc' hour. must the plane he flown lot the itmaindel of the
distance if the enure trip takes 2 more limns"
*( A) 1.500
I

( 13)
I

ICI

, '1)0

3A

2

30
2
'3

I 50)

*(, one( t answeis lot nniltipli
astel isk (*)

i 1101( 1

II( Ill', ,II(

CALCULATOR CLASSIFICATIONS

Sample Questions
As described in Chapter 5. items may be classified as
"calculator -mactive." "calculator-neutral." or "calculator-active.- The solution to a calculator-inactive item
neither requires nor suggests the use of a calculator.
The solution to a calculator-neutral item does not
require the use of a calculator: given the option,
however, some students might choose to use a calculator to perform numerical operations. The solution to
calculator-active item requires the use of a calculator. The following sample items provide examples of
each type of calculator classification

Grades. 8 and 12
Classification Calculator-inactive
I ht nunit)(t

1)1

11114 \M It

the

Ot

1111111dt

III 2 (1,i%

10110%1.1114

(Al

Nitillipl nu! 60 IA 2

(0)

1)1%1(111114

t (1111(1

1x (lt t(t inin«1 In

1)(11(1011

cperatimps

60 In 21

111111 zpi% 1112. 60 1)1. 2 1

(U) 1)1% trlint2, 120 1)% 2 1
'1E1 1111111)1%1114 0,0) 1,N, 18

1100 tip (mint f

1

I) Oil ilu I ( I,11114111,11

I mrdindt(

1)elmt

0

1,

Answer: Scored response
,)10 (1 .Iti-.u(

t l(i

tt itts

(*)

62

iit(11( .111(1

1)%

Grades. 4 and 8
Classification: Calculator-neutral
Multiply

14

x 26
(A)

42

(131 362

(C') 372
*ft)) 392
(E) 522

Grades. 8 and 12
Classification: Calculator neutral
The hit ((intent ml ,i I ertaiii 104)(1 protlut 11', kiimkil t(t Itt apptiou
Ind"' lv 3 1)(1( (1111)\ "1'1011 APPIII1111,11,1\ II" "Milk "141)"'` 01
tat dn. in 2 1/2 pountl..1.1 the, produt . ' (10 minty, = I )Iiiiiitil
(A)
(13)

0 075
0 12

(( )

12

(1))

75

(I ;) 12 0

Grades. 8 and 12
Classification ( alculator-acti \ e
Vt hat e-, fly pi wills t .1 42 1 >7 and 5 ft, tilt ile,ifi .-.I ..I1,,I( iliwiltel

Answer: 26.669 (scored response)
Witith Of the IIIIllokiin41,/ ...I ,ipi,/,,,, III, II,
%k it 11 Int 1 linteren«. 10 '
(A)

'(13)
1(

I

(I))

..,

flit 1..11111, 1.1 ..

t

111 It

3 87
1 77

i 15
0 SS

fl,) IS 00

C 01 1 ( 1

1

, 1 ,1 I .1 1, IN

1 1 1 ,1k 1 1 , 1( 1 1
(

1

11I 1I1

1 1 li

(

I 11 qi I

III III, ,Il I

1

63 6 5

11 1, I I(

.

I1I

ll

1,A ,111

'

